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PAiiT I - OHGAITISATIOIT aKD

1. The first joint meeting of £CA Working Party on Intra-African

Trade and OAU ad hoc Committee of Fourteen on Trade and Development took

place in Addis Ababa from 28 March to 2 April 1966. His Excellency.

Mr. Diallo Telli, the Administrative Secretary-General of the Organization

of African Unity, delivered an opening address followed by an address

by Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary of the jJconomic Commission

for Africa. The two addresses are reproduced in iinnexes II and III of

this report.

2. The meeting was attended by delegates from the following member

countries? Algeria, Cameroon, Congo (Leopoldville), Ivory Coast,

Ethiopia, Ghana, Madagascar, Malawi, Morocco, Nigeria, Tanzania, Togo,

Tunisia, UAR and ^ambia. In addition, observers from FAO, GaTT, IBRD

.and UNCTAD attended the meeting. The list of participants is reproduced

in Annex IV.

3. Mr. Edwin Obayan (Nigeria), Br. Saleh Tnulan (Uak), Mr. Bekele

Ehdeshaw (Ethiopia) and.Mr.. Alt Kechairi (Algeria) were unanimously

elected as Chairman, Vice-Chairmen and rapporteur respectively for the

meeting. It was decided that the elected executive would form the

Drafting Committee for the purpose of preparing the report of the cieeting.

4« The Provisional Agenda submitted by the secretariat was adopted. It

is reproduced in Annex I.

PAiiT II - STJJll'iAkY OF THL DISCUSSION ■

A. GEN.oKA-1 .UNION OF ACTIVITIES 117 TiIaDij AI'H CUSTOMS

, . (.agenda Item 4)

5. In considering this item of the Agenda the Working Par.ty.had before

it the following document as' a working papers General lieyiew of Activities

in Trade and Customs (B/CH.I4/WP.I/3). Annual reports of the i,CA from

the fifth session onwards and reports of the Standing Committee on Trade

were also, available. These documents are listed in Annex V.
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6. It was emphasized from the outset that the Working Party should

not confine itself to mere discussion. Its role, rather, was to review

existing policies and problems, in the field of trade and customs and/-to

recommend specific lines of action,

7. On this premise, the Working Party focussed its attention on four

main issuess

(a) the establishment of a common customs nomenclature for all

African countries, as called for by iJCA Resolution 107(Vl),

which recommended the adoption of the Brussels Tariff Komen-

ture for this purpose 5

(b) the simplification and standardisation of trade documents'as

the next logical step in establishing the institutional frame

work for economic co-operation in Africa?

(c) the promotion of tr-ns-.t trade, particularly in Wast Africa*

as a most urgent necessity for the development of land-":

locked countries in -Africa$ . ...

(d) training and the dissemination of, advice and, information *»n

trade and customs matters,

Ccmmon customs nomenclature

8. The secretariat reported that good progress had been made in this

field, partly because of the presence of lilCA and other Customs Advisers

in the field and partly because of the ready■collaboration of the Customs

C«-operation Council,

9. Gambia, Ghana and Nigeria.had already introduced their new tariffs

based on the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature and Ethiopia, Liberia, Malawi,

■ Sierra Leone, Sudan and Zambia had all made considerable progress with

their technical transpositions.' Only from EACSO and Somaliavwas definite

information still awaited.—' ■ ;;_ ,."-..':. ""

l/ The French-speaking countries, UA£ and Libya adopted;the BTN seme

time ago.
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10. It was agreed thai those few countries which had not yet decided

to adopt the BT"H should - given the importance of such adoption - "be .

encouraged to dp go as quickly as possible "booh by making them aware

of a recommendation of the Working Party to this effect and through

visits by customs experts from the secretariat. It was further agreed

to communicate the terms of thia recommendation to the forthcoming

meeting of East African Heads of State„

11. The Working Party considered also the relationships "between the .

BTN and other trade .nomenclatures, notably the SITC, It noted that 70

countries had now adopted the BTN and a further 17 (many of them in

Africa) were in the procoss of doing so.

12. The policy of adopting the BTF for Africa had been decided upon by

the full session of the Commission and was not therefore a matter for

discussion^ the Working Party noted, however, that the BTF was primarily

suitable for"customs revenue and tariff negotiation purposes. The SITC

was suitable for purposes of economic analysis,^planning and policy and

had in fact been adopted by the United Nations. ■ It was remarked that

the BTLTcould readily be converted to the bITC when necessary,

Standardization_pf_trade documents

13. The Working Party took note of the research and negotiation in this

field in the jjCE; and its member, states, information on which had been

circulated by the ECh. to African governments. The li-xecutive Secretary

brought this to the attention of the i/orking Party, so that African coun

tries might, if appropriate, draw on the European experience.

14. The immediate step in prospect was agreement on the standardization

of export documents, if possible on the basis of a Icy z;-t. key by -•■': '-?h

one typing operation could produce a series of documents required for

export purposes. This would be a prelude to other measures for the

general simplification and standardization of procedures and documenta

tion in respect of international trade. The importance of these steps

in facilitating intra-Afrjcan trade was noted by the Working Party. .
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15. The present disparities between procedures and documents used in

African countries were an obstacle to the growth of trade, and consti

tuted a serious handicap to smaller African businessmen who were now

trying to establish themselves. In some cases it was felt that existing

procedures were too cumbersome and time-consuming and involved excessive

paper work.

16* The Working Party welcomed therefore the initiative of the i&ecutive

Secretary in circulating to member countries a lay-out key for consi

deration and also a general guide on the entire subject of simplification

and standardisation; whilst recognizing the need for African solutions

in this field to be adapted to specifically African and local conditions,

it considered that it was essential to take advantage of the research

that had been done in this field by the IDconomic Commission for JSurope

and other bodies in Ijurope. It was recognized that any programme of

standardization would call for a spirit of compromise and co-operation

among African countries. The result would, however, be well worthwhile

and the benefits tangible. In these matters, for whatever reasons,

reluctance on the part of some customs administrations might be encoun-

teredj therefore a top level governmental decision on the principle of

simplification and standardization would be necessary, Jt was considered

that action on the spot by ^CA would "be preferable to correspondence 5

and it was also suggested that a time limit might be fixed for necessary

replies to ^Ca enquiries.

17. The Executive Secretary suggested that the achievement of standard

ization should comprise three steps: discussion to secure agreement on

principles; visits of experts to governments to promote actions and the

training of necessary officials. He further suggested that the Working

Party should agree on a time-table for action concerning standardization,

and that governments should be encouraged to approach the secretariat for

any necessary assistance. The secretariat in turn would approach inter

national organizations such as GATT and UNCTAD. The. Executive

Secretary made it clear that if the Working Party decided, for example,

on a two or three year programme then the sacretariat would provide

the necessary technical assistance.
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18. It was agreed to recommend to member 3 tates that they should accept

the suggested principles of standardization and simplification of trade

documents*and that they should notify the Executive Secretary of such

acceptance within six months of receiving the ' recommendation; that

member S bates indicating aifficulties'should be visited by 33CA experts;

and that proposals on training and other aspects of the problem should

be presented to the eighth session of the Commission for approval; Among

other points .it was recognized that the problem of simplification was

not one for governments alone, but involved also, for example, Chambers

of Commercej businessmen and banks. It was pointed out that this would

justify attempts at widespread publicity and that national committees

would "be very valuable in this context.

Promotion of transit trade in West Africa

.19. The Working Party heard with interest and satisfaction of the work

put in hand by the secretariat in this field in respect of the documentary

and procedural aspects and in respect of the establishment of satisfactory

transport and route facilities.

20. In the discussion of the model transit convention attention wao

drawn to the work being done by UNCTAS. It was reported that ECA

had hitherto concentrated on West Africa, because the problems were

greater in that sub-region. Although it was once thought that European

experience, particularly regarding the TIu convention, could be directly

applied to African problems, expert examination did not support this

idea. It was found that bilateral and multilateral conventions were

probably preferable. A start had been made on a series of visits to

West African countries by an iiCA adviser who will probe further the

problems and possibilities. One problem mentioned was that of ensuring

adequate protection of revenue.

21. Some countries reported on their experience of transit problems

shared with neighbouring countries. It was suggested that part of the

transit problem turned on the provision, of adequate international roads

which should be financed internationally. The help of EGA was sought
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on.securing necessary finance. The lixecutive Secretary pointed out

..that studies already in progress were financed by bilateral donors.

He hoped some of the studies would be completed in time for the Sub-

regional. Meeting, on .Economic Co-operation in "ii'est Africa in Niamey

and -that thereafter the question of financing would "be pursued. It was

suggested that it might help other countries if countries with expe

rience of transit problems were to circulate an account of their expe

rience. It was also thought that the secretariat could usefully circu

late a new model convention. The secretariat stated that discussions

of transit problems might usefully concentrate on the topics enumerated

under the heading of "Proposals for transit trade arrangements." These

proposals axe set out as an annex to the recommendations of the Working

Party, The iixecutive Secretary thought that member countries in the

sub-region should tiive urgent practical-consideration to-:-the main heads

of a possible standard convention on this subject. He also said that

■anibCA adviser -would be available to visit West African countries and

discuss questions of standardization and simplification of export docu

ments during the second and third quarters of this year. The Working

Party welcomed this and decided to ask the member States of the sub-

region to lend.ths project their full support.

Training and dissemination of information

22. The discussion next turned to the problems of training. The secre

tariat reported on courses in customs administration lie Id between 1962

and 1964' and that it was planned to convene a study group towards the

end of 1966 with the aim of providing intensive training in the operation

of the 3T¥- for middle- and senior-level Jinglish-speaking African govern

ment officials- Subjects relating to standardization and simplification

of trade documents and to problems of transit trade might be included

in the course. It was also suggested■that, in addition, a seminar could

be held to bring together heads of customs administration in both Prenoh-

and English-speaking countries, who would discuss broad questions of

customs, administration and co-operation. It was also proposed that high-

■ -level officials from the Ministries of Finance should take part in the

seminar.
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23. Some countries suggested that,in any of the training courses orga

nized by the ^Ca, it would be desirable to make use of the experience

of top.African experts in.customs, finance and other related fields. In

the discussion, there emerged.a clear indication that the existing train

ing facilities for French-speaking customs officials were adequate. It

was, however,. r-ecQgnized that the seminar just discussed would benefit

from participation-,of .top-level officials from French-speaking countries,

and that it would "be useful if French-speaking officials also participated

in -tjh£ work on,;standa;rdization and simplification of trade documents.

24. The ISxecutive Secretary suggested that the question of training,

should be approached as a whole, and that GATT, HECTaD, other interested

agencies and ^CA should jointly sponsor training courses. In preparation

for :such Courses teaching material - on such subjects as essentials of

trade intelligence, techniques of trade promotion, commercial policy and

customs administration - supplemented by a comprehensive bibliography,

should be prepared and circulated well in advance. It would be most

desirable if African lecturers could be secured for such courses, and

if agreement could be sought from governments to release some top offi

cials for participation in the seminars. Finally, participation should

not be restricted to government officials but should also embrace, to

the extent possible. Chambers of Commerce and private businessmen.

25. There was general agreement on a co-ordinated training programme

for Africa, and that iXA should for this purpose bring in all inter-

ested agencies. The representatives of kiTT and UKCTaD were invited to

comment on these proposals. The representative of GATT referred to the

joint ECa/GaTT training courses on foreign trade and commercial policy

held in Africa since 1962, and stated that his organization is parti

cularly well-placed to co-operate with i^Ca in trade promotion aspects

because of the existence of the International Trade Centre. The repre

sentative of UltfCTAD expressed the willingness of his organization to

help in practical terms as soon as it becomes possible to establish

technical assistance services.
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26. It was suggested that it would "be useful for those African countries

which had not joined the Customs Co-operation Council to, get in touch

with the Council with a view to joining or establishing relations with

it. It was explained by the secretariat that CCC is purely a,tech

nical body, a forum, where, government representatives ..discussed practical

customs matters of common interest, such as those related to the BT1T or

the definition of customs valuation, and that CCC oouldcxeoomBieod

common decisions to governments for implementation, The CCG also had a

technical assistance committee which could be of great help to African

countries. The i^CA already had a long history of fruitful co-operation

with CCC, and individual African countries had also benefited from its

services.
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B. RJL^TIONb OF ^"MCaI: ^TATijb lilTH UICTaD

(Agenda Item 5)

27. In considering this item the delegates had before them as a work

ing paper the following document; The \elevance of UlIClViD to Africa's

Trade Problems (e/CN.14/Vp. 1/4 and Add.l). There were also iXA back

ground papers and numerous documents which had been made available by

the UKCTaD, all of which are listed in Annex V.

28. The Secretary-General of UTCTaD was invited to make a statement.

Dr. Prebidch stressed the paramount importance of regional commissions

in connexion with UITCTaD's work and described the main problems relating

to the next Conference. iJhile not many concrete results nad been

achieved since the Geneva Conference, certain of the ideas that emerg-ed

from it had gained ground, for instance, those on supplementary financing

and on preferences. However, there was still a long difficult road ahead.

The Secretary-General felt that this joint meeting presented an excel

lent opportunity to-' hear African opinions and to define problems to be

discussed at the fourth session of the Trade and Development Board.

29. He felt that success would depend on concentration on ivey problems

and that dispersal of effort should be avoided. The main problems appear

to be i

(a) Commercial policies;

(b) Finance;

(c) Commodity policies:, and

(d) Maritime transport with special reference to freight rates.

30. On the first question it was the view of the Secretary-General that

developing countries should formulate a world commercial policy embracing

all elements rather than present a series of isolated proposals. Histo

rically, the benefits of trade liberalization had mainly accrued to the-

developed countries because traditional policies had not been adapted to

the differences in degree of economic development and between economic

and social systems. The Kennedy ^ound, for instance, would have to be

adjusted to take note of this fact. He also pointed out that the reduction
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of tariffs among the developing countries themselves was an essential

part of the world policy. On the matter of preferences the Secretary-

General recognized that developing countries at different stages of

development would "benefit unequally. This problem should be dealt with,-

He stre-ss&d'-that when the threat-of-external disequilibrium no longer

existed the tariffs of developing- countries should be re-adjusted ..towards

those of developed countries.

31. The closing of the trade gap "between developing and developed coun

tries required expansion of traditional exports, greater*access for

manufactured exports from developing countries as well as production of ■

import substitutes on multinational lines among developing countries.

Action also has to be taken to deal with the problems created by the

unequal distribution of the benefits derived from invisibles as well as

those created by the restricted and uneven flow of development capital.

32. On the second question^ there was no longer any doubt that developing

countries could absorb substantial amounts of additional financial aid.

The Secretary-General welcomed the recent IBuJj study on supplementary

financing as a constructive proposal which will be further examined by

UJMCTaD. He urged that there were two aspects to this, namely the

principles of supplementary financing which were acceptable to all and

the mechanism of operation which may be controversial,

33. On the third question he felt that commodity policies- should figure

as a very strong element in the next Conference and stated that the UNCTaD

secretariat was preparing a draft report on commodity problems, Parti

cular attention ought to be paid to the financing of buffer stocks.

Regarding maritime transportation,freight rates presented an important

problem for the developing countries.

34« The Secretary-General concluded by stating his deep conviction that

UNCTAD, with the co-operation of the regional commissions, must formulate

a bold policy which would secure for the developing countries as signi

ficant an advance in their rates of economic development as had been

hitherto enjoyed by developed countries. A new economic order,

enabling this to happen, must be established.
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35. The observer from UNCTaD reported on the implementation of the

recommendations of the first Conference of UaCTAI). He referred to a

resolution- of the second session of the Trade and Development Board

in terms of which the Secretary-General of IBCTAD was asked to prepare

annually a report on trade and development. Member 3tates would be

able to judge progress made in implementation of the recommendations on

the basis of this report.

36. For the purpose of the first report the Board had decided to ask

governments to submit relevant information to the Secretary-General.

To help governments provide appropriate information the Secretary- .,.

General had circulated an outline of the first report. The observer.

pointed_out that the outline comprised chapters on a general review. ..

•f.trends:in world trade during the first half of the 196O's, commercial

policies, primary commodity problems, export of manufactures, financing-

rand invisibles. The observer pointed out that it would be extremely

useful in the preparation of the final report if African governments

would communicate details of. their experiences under the appropriate heads,

37* In considering the way in'■which the report could be strengthened

by illustrative examples the U1TCTAD representative mentioned a study"

suggested in the working paper (ii)/CIT.14/w~P.l/4), viz., that of estimating

the effects on the Ghanaian economy of exporting processed rather than

raw cocoa. On the question of finance the UITCTaD observer spoke of the

proposal -in the working paper for an international tax system. He sug

gested that the ECA secretariat might usefully develop this idea further

and that it could be introduced into international discussion at an

appropriate moment.

38. In conclusion, the observer remarked that arguments had been made

that the Implementation iteport tended towards a confrontation between

developed and developing countries because it seemed to make demands only

on the former. In this circumstance it was important that the developing

countries report on their efforts so that it would be clear that the lack

of growth in these countries was not due to lack of effort. For example,
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African governments could report on the difficulties of., the "burden, of

debt—repayment and the examination in specific instances of the supposed

inverse correlation between freight ra+-es and tariff rates, The real

bottleneck was in the foreign sector. ...

39« It was agreed to recommend to governments that they give urgent

attention to the questionnaire from UNCTAD.

40. The preparation for the second Conference of UITCTaD was discussed

and its significance as offering an opportunity for constructive examina

tion of the problems of trade as they concern Africa was stressed. Some

comment was made on the extent to which the second Conference could

secure the acceptability of the special and general principles adopted

at the first Conference. Considerable discussion took place *n the ques

tion of preferences for products from the developing countries into the

markets of the developed countries. It was generally agreed that since

African States were among the less developed of the developing countries,

Africa had probably little 'to Gain immediately from the granting of prefer

ences for manufactured products. The Secretary-General of UFCTaD suggested

that one way of dealing with this problem would be for the more advanced

of the developing countries to liberalize their trade with less .developed

Countries pari passu with the expansion of their own exports to developed

countries. In this connexion it was also suggested that the less deve

loped of the developing countries should be considered for additional

financial assistance to accelerate their development efforts. During

the general discussion on preferences, it was pointed out that African

and other developing countries which are members of GATT atquid itt

that forum show the same co-operation with each other and the same

dedication to the pursuit of policies they have in common with all deve

loping countries as they do in UKCTaD.

41. It was agreed that African-countries .should support the general demand

for preferences? but it was also recognized that such preferences should

have a time limit attached.to them when granted to particular countries.

Given the present relative lack of industries in Africa, it was widely

urged that UKCTAD could perform a useful service for Africa in helping
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to secure the-■funds necessary to finance industrialization. It was also

pointed out that, for specific 0011,1:10 di-cies 3 preferences ought to be

granted to tho . luss developed of the developing countries alone.

42, During t"io disc,ii^cio:i on commodity agreements it was pointed out

that although the problem or'1 financing buffer stocks is undoubtedly

■important for ina-oy c^-7iiod.iti^G? there aro oth.Gr commodities which com-

p: t^ with ^or^u'ii nrodur^ts of the developed market economies whose pro

blems require &olu i,'.gv<?, o the r' than by means of buffer stocks. The

Secretary-Gftnei^l of u^'C'T^D" poin bod out that in emphasizing buffer stocks

he had not int.r-icU:! to "o.xvludo other aspects. T'ic TJITCTAD in fact intended

to tack.10 H;bo i:\ole r;;; outrun of commodity problems. The Secretary-General

had seen rin the T.:::r!:"i n^ pay; rs that the j.:CA secre lariat were concerned

about'" cor;:r.cc?ity pro^loms fad he vould welcome a/^ suggestions for dealing

with them,

43- Thj ecreJ-ar:.a:". ;on:;ntod out that tho ceoond Conference of UT'CTAD

should concern it;;.^.f Tj-.-.tii CDumororj al policy? financial matters - especially

compensatory :T.'.n:-,iiC-i.r..^ - oo'y.ioclj. 'y problci^c and problems relating to invi

sible tr_*viot Tuc .^:')oU':1::g oecretaiy ^raR concerned at the range of topics

to- be cov^rod &■:■'. "v./f jo-'i". ■"' an e:;traordir?.ry jciii"'; session of the OaU/^Ca .

forking Party -':■:■> o->/...;it.: -.r ur^ l:.-oiiJ. 0oi:ferenc3 of ulTCTAx). There was

general a^'o^^t c.-1 the1 noocl lor ounh a sosGion and on the desirability

of a meeting c".T pj1. lc/3] o'O.-^v co^'ilTies before the second Conference of

IMCTAD o

44« On the roouof:-'; of a. i":.<? -\e fa co, tj.e observer from IBxJ> gave an account

of the mairt c\j '-\-; " torl^tic ^ of b/ls ■: ryanizatio:1; s recent report on supple

mentary fine: .j ;_?,! :--.:o r;vrcs,

45- There v:i3 lo^.c- <:.:■ Goi'r::;ic"i r:f African re-oresentation on the UHCTaD

Committee^and "ecrotarr'at- xii^-.r-o was also some discussion on the venue

for the r.3yt. Confs-onoa anl ther3 uas a ^en.oral feeling that it would ■ .

be desirable for offers to bo forthcoming from African countries. One

delegate indicated tbat h.-i 0 countjy mi^ht if-sue an invitation.
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46. A number of further questions were put to the Secretary-General of

UNCTaD. One was as to whether since the first UNCTaD Conference any

progress had been made by the developed countries in restraining production

of light manufactured goods in which the developing countries had some

advantage. It was agreed that Africa with other developing regions should

advocate the disengagement, of the developed countries from such production.

In this respect, the efforts being made in GATT were noted. Mention was

also made of the problems of primary commodity exports. It was recognized

again that industrial preferences in developed market economies would not

benefit African development for a long time. In this circumstance, the

question of granting preferential treatment to primary commodity exports

of the developing countries and stabilisation of commodity prices assumed

an added importance and should be placed on the UNCTaD agenda. Certain

participants observed that price stabilization schemes, though leading to

artificial prices, must be supported in UNCTAD as a transitional solution.

47. It was remarked that at the first uTCTaD Conference there had been

differences of views within both developed and developing countries as

to the respective merits of the market mechanism and the organization of

markets. The question was posed as to whether there had been any tendency,

since the Conference for a compromise to emerge among the developed coun

tries which had differed at Geneva.

48. The Secretary-General reiterated his recognition of the importance

of commodity price stabilisation and gave an assurance that it would,

figure prominently in the UIICTaD agenda. He aluo stressed again the

importance of supplementary finance even if commodity agreements were

obtained, referring to the question of artificial prices, the becretary-

General suggested that it was important to seek to establish a price range

rather than a ri^id price. He recognized the limitation of market prices

and pointed out that although developed countries sought market prices for

their primary product imports they nevertheless tolerated artificial prices

when processed products were sold on their own domestic markets. The

Secretary-General indicated that organization of markets is one of the

problems on which the UFCTAD secretariat is concentrating attention.
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He intends "by means of the Advisory Committee on Commodities to promote

intensive discussion of this question before the next Conference. On

the matter of different views amon^ developed countries, as to market

organization he could report no progress. The example was given of the

recent meeting on sugar of experts from producing and consuming countries

which failed because of the reluctance of the consuming countries to

liberalize their protectionist policies.

49- One delegation raised the question of the terms on which assistance

could be obtained from IBKJ3 and sug^e^t^d that there was a need for a

more liberal attitude on the part of the Bank* Bearing in mind the cir

cumstances of the developing countries, it was further suggested, that the

standards applied by.the Bank in project evaluation were too exacting.

The question was raised as to whether UHCTAD could use its good offices

to induce a softening in the Bank's conditions.

50.. The Secretary—General recognized the_importance of this problem

but thought that the importance of good planning- and sound development

policies should also be recog.iized. On the evaluation of plans he re

peated that compromise was necessary. He thought that the regional

commissions, the regional financi.il institutions and URCTAD could be of

great assistance in the formulation of economic plans in the developing

countries.

51. The observer from IBKD pointed out that the scheme suggested by his

organization to provide supplementary financial assistance in the case

of unpredictable export shortfall was. not rigidly designed. It would

take account of the special circumstances of the different countries

and would in any case be subject to periodic review and, if necessary,

revision.
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C. MCD-uL CCWiJ^iTION FOR TioJ)L CO-OPUitATICN IH AFRICA

item 6) ' ■

52. In considering this item of the aoenaa the tforKing Party

had before it the following documents as working papers:,

Elements of a Model Convention for ..Sub-regional Common. Marke ts

in Africa (E/CN.I4/WP.I/I).

Questionnaire on Intr^-African Trade (li/CN.14/WP.l/5). .. ' .

A number of background papers were also available/jand these;are list-

in Annex V. .. t

53• Opening1 the discussion the Chairman expressed.'-the hope that "by

the end of the meeting some elements of a model convention would have

been agreed uponD The paper'6n the '-Elements'of a Model Convention for

Sub-regional Common Markets in Africa. .(it/CM^l4/WEa.l/l) and on the

Questionnaire on Intra-African Trade (i/^-=14/^P«l/5) .were introduced

by; the secretariat. , ■ .. -.;-.---.■■• ■ ■■

54-i '• .'The "Laiecutive Secretary questioned the usefulness of existing

definitions for African purposes. The -problem'was to develop trade

in itfrica5 and it-:was-necessary not to become 'tied to a'riy particular

foreign model such as free trade areas, customs unions? common market"

but to evolve specifically African instruments for.the solution of

African problems. :

>55*! There was a gr^at deal of discussion on questions- of definitio.n

and. appropriate forms of organization for Africa from which'emerged

general agreement that % - ' " . ■

(a) it was desirable to fina specifically African solutions

to the problems of developing jifrican trade $

(b) traae should be increased because it was an instrument

of economic developmenty

(c) African countries at present imported very significant

quantities of ^oods from abroad which could well be bought

from other African countries. One delegate gave specific
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examples of the importance of foreign foodstuffs in the

imports of Senegal, Lahoraey, i'lali, Upper Volta and Ivory

Coastj

(d) whatever form of organization emerged it was very important

■.. -to ensure an equitable distribution of "benefits 5

(e) what was now required were specific proposals.

56. It vrcs suggested by one delegate that since African economies

are similar, the precise problem is that of evolving a form of. organ

ization that would permit the development of trade among similar

economies in an equitable way. Another delegate thought that present

problems arising from the inequitable distribution of Liains in, for

example, the existing Last African Common Market had to be solved first

before further specific steps could be taken-

57. The executive Secretary thought it was necessary to disengage

from a discussion of definitions ana concentrate on actual problems of

intra-African trade. He asked if it were not more realistic for

countries to enter into bilateral or multilateral arrangements, the

negotiations towards vrttich could in the first instance leaa to the

partial elimination of tariffs and estaolish an initial schedule of

goods to be traced. The area of agreement could "be widened in time

and eventually the participating countries would find themselves, in

effect, in some form of free trade area, customs union or common

market. 'There was the danger that the attempt to negotiate a general

and far-reaching treaty from scratch ..would waste time and energies.

Some delegations obs&rved that a.step—by-btep approach might be

preferable but it was necessary not to lose sight o; the need .for a

comprehensive removal of obstacles. It was necessary to take -into

consideration existing experience, as, for example, in the Ivory Coast

and other West African countries where there was free movement,;of

labour from the hinterland to coastal areas. It should be.recognised

that mobility of labour should be complemented by mobility of capital.
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58- The Executive Secretary enumerated, as examples of specific

commodities for discussion, the following; food items and animal

feeds^ fertilizers and chemicals? agricultural implements^ building

materials.; sugar? and textiles. He stressed the neea to begin from

the existing situation and referred to the fact that in west African

trade the main importers are Nigeria, Ghana, Ivory Coast and Senegal,

and the main exporters Senegal, Ivory Coast, Mali, Upper Volta and

Niger. The secretariat was prepared to offer immediate assistance in

helping these countries to negotiate in such a way as to produce the

■necessary elements for a West African convention. The i^cecutive

Secretary reminded delegates that they coula at this stage usefully

discuss the contents of a list of commodities which might be exchanged

among African countries. On the broader problems' of trade co-operation

in Africa he pointed out that appropriateMachinery for handling them

w.as evolving. Specifically, there were, .now Last and North African

Ministerial Councils and it was hoped soon to have similar bodies in

,West and Central Africa.
i

59• The observer from g^TT drew attention to steps recently taken in

that organization designed to facilitate the expansion of trade among

- developing'countries by means of preferential arrangements. In the

course of the discussion the observer from U1TCTAD expressed agreement

with the view that African solutions should be found to African problems.

He further emphasized the need for ensuring an equitable distribution

of benefits in trading arrangements. The observer from FAO described

in some detail his organization's interest in sub-regionalland regional

trade problems. He mentioned various relevant aspects of the work of

the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems' and pointea out that projections

of likely future demand for agricultural commodities in 1975 were being

prepared on a country-by-country basis. These projections would be

■incorporated in the■sub-regional studies being prepared under the

Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, and, in showing how

these demands might "be met* special emphasis would be Lput on'the develop

ment of intra-African trade^ quantitative estimates would be made for

the more important agricultural commodities involved.
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60. The meeting was adjourned to permit heads of delegations to

meet in closed session. when the meeting resumed the Uhairman reported

that there had been a concensus that:

(a) specific African conaitions require ^frican mechanisms,

although experience elsewhere could serve as an example;;

(b) the lisecutive Secretary be requested to draw up lists of

proaucts in which there could be free trade on a sub-regional

basis. These lists should be sent to member States for the

purpose of negotiating on these products. As the next step

products should be identified for negotiation on a conti

nental basis;;

(c) the -tforlcing Party should discuss the various elements to be

incluaed in model conventions for African sub-regions, on

the basis of document L'/Cli. 14/tfP.l/l •

61. The following elements were discussed^

(a) Membership

It was agreed that the ideal arrangement would be for all nembers

of a sub-region to be parties to any convention. However, a start could

be made if a limited number of states decided to institute a convention.

(b) Trade liberalization

A convention should provide for a time-table for the elimination

of restrictions or the reduction of duties on scnedules of products.

A system of fully automatic commitments or one permitting a selective

approach through periodic inter-governmental negotiations might be

followed. The Secretary-General of UNCTAD in this connexion drew atten

tion to the difficulties experienced in LAFTA because of the lack of

automatic commitments and pointed out that new proposals recently made

for the creation of a Latin American Common Market, among other measures,

recommended that countries of the region enter into a commitment gradually

and automatically to reduce tariffs within 10 years to a maximum of 20

per cent ad valorem for each product.
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The meeting decided that the selective approach might have^ the

advantage of flexibility under African conditions, where certain

countries wish temporarily to protect newly established industries;

but this should not exclude the possibility of considering the

automatic approach where feasible and desirable.

(c) Most-favoured-nation treatment

It was recognized thct these provisions closely relate to .those

on rules of competition and reciprocity of benefits. The question

was raised of the international obligations which may involve the

extension to non-African countries of MPN treatment mutually granted by

African countries.

The representative of GATT was invited to comment on this matter.

He explained that there were two aspects of this problem as far as

developing countries in GATT are concerned. There were first the

provisions of Article XXIV which refer only to free trade areas and

customs unions. These rules had in practice been applied with more

flexibility than their formulation would suggest. Moreover, under para-

10 of the Article; the Contracting Parties could approve by a two-thirds

majority arrangements which did not cover, for instance "substantially

all the trade"s provided that such proposals led to the formation of

a customs union or free-trade area. Secondly, recent work in GATT's

Trade and Development Committee on expansion of traae among developing

countries had led to certain recommendations at present being examined

at the annual session of u-.TT. Among them was the agreement that the

establishment of preferences among developing countries, appropriately

administered and subject to the necessary safeguards, could make an

important contribution to the expansion of trade among these countries

and to the attainment of the objectives of GATT. Such preferences

might play an important role in helping developing countries to find

larger markets and to achieve economies of scale. The establishment of

such preferences should most appropriately be negotiated between

developing countries taking due account of the different stages of

development of the negotiating partners. Developing countries were

invited to submit concrete proposals and they have declared their
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intention to enter into exploratory talks in this regard at an early

date, negotiations would be facilitated if interested countries could

identify products which seemed to offer the best prospects in exports

to other developing countries. In examining proposals in GATT? a b«,sic

consideration of the Contracting Parties was that interests of third

countries would not be damaged unnecessarily.

The Secretary-General of UNCTAD referrea to the recent expert

meeting on the expansion of trade among aeveloping countries, and

stated that UHCTAD is concerned with this problem in the context of

world trade liberalization.' ~ :'

The Executive Secretary stated, in reply to a question from one

delegate? that SCi had received assurances from EEC that the

relevant articles of the Yaounde Convention would not stand in the way

of effective operation of African groupings consisting of associated

and non-associated countries. However, ..this.has not yet been tested.

The membership of certain African countries in the Commonwealth would -----

not appear to present any problems. It was further pointed out that if

African countries were agreed on this matter they could confront extrr-

African groupings with considerable bargaining power.

The Assistant Administrative Secretary General of OAU pointed out

that this was a question of how far African countries were prepared to go

in abandoning certain privileges for the sake of integration. This was

essentially a political problem, to be put before the Working Party on

Integration.

The Working Party recommended that previous external commitments

entered into by African countries should not be allowed to interfere in

purely African arrangements.

(d) Safeguard clauses

The Executive Secretary stated that this should not be considered

as a paralyzing element, but should be negotiated in good faith.

It was pointed out by the Secretary-General of UKCTAD that in

Latin America the approach taken to ensure reciprocity was for all
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countries in a grouping to be collectively responsible for looking

after the weakest members. _ He also mentioned that while balancing of

trade was not the whole answer to the problem, the proposals referred

to undo:- (b) contained a formula whereby less-developed countries

would start automatic reductions only when their exports to the other

members of the Orouping haa increased substantially as a result of the

operation of the agreement.

The meeting agreed that safeguard clauses were related to rules

of competition, reciprocity of benefits, and measures .in favour of

J.3ds ^developed countries of a sub-regional grouping? and that it

chould Le recommended to member States in the various sub-regions thp/l

they give particular attention to the matter of .an equitable distvibv \).

ci oon:i;.iv,3. Perhaps special sub-regional committees could be set v^>

to look into this matter.

(g ) J'fqr;'yevt ana transit

n;he meeting recognized' the necessity rof adequate transport f:x: ■ ■■

tiocs for an expansion of intra-Hfr-ican trade-, and it was agreed thr.t

dirrauLrsion Under agenda item 4 had- adequately dealt" with transit

problem.-:. Sor*" dismission also deve.Voped on the subject of the best

way of collecting revenue . on re-exports from coastal to inland ccuntx.: .

and of coping with uncontrolled trade, a matter of particular interest

.in I-fost Africa. It was recognized that .this .should be further explore:1,

perhaps on a bilateral basis between interes.teO. ^countries.

After a lengthy discussion,1 general agreement was reached th:,t

o;i--t:;.oi-i of rules of origin^was extremely important, particularly

trade arrangements^ and that it was ■'a matter'of agreeing on the

tsrrin determining whether or not &oods among partner countries are

im'oc. origin. It was pointed out by some delegations that agriciij ■■

.n?.r!.eral products produced within an area did not raise serious

/bVj/.irj. Such products originating elsewhere but only sorted, hie,::

pc.ohid Tfithin the area would not qualify. The difficulty arises

a vz&uvd. to manufactured goods with imported components, ^Hf?^^ -hn.v
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axe possibilities of abuse. In those cases some criteria would have to be

negotiated regarding the proportion of value added or the type of manufactur

ing process* that would qualify the product for area origin. The meeting

decided that the matter of rules Of origin as an important element of a

model convention should be drawn to the .attention of member States.

(g) Common external tariff

This item was not discussed, but it'was suggested that it Could be

taken up by countries wanting to form customs unions or common markets.

Customs co-operation

It -was agreed that this subject had already, been adequately ^pvered

'^M^laett. 4 ;.-"■: -:r> &-:i-~.ir; .■ ■.-. ■ - .■..;..■ ■. ■. .;■■■...

(1) Industrial co-operation " '- -"- -'■ '■-*-J

The Executive Secretary reminded the meeting of the activities of

the secretariat in this field, and referred to* the various sub-r^gdonal

meetings already held(at Bamako and1 Lusaka) and the -Cairo Symposium, as

well as to the forthcoming Uiamey1" meeting. He also speoifically referred

to the proposed Economic Community of Eastern Africa, and suggested that

"this Working £arty should recommend an intensification of efforts in the

direction of "industrial co-operation in African sub-reglons5 and '&1bo

recommend agreement'on the principle of the creation of sub-regional

' "'■" ■:^eeonofflie--ioosununities. The Executive Secretary also pointed out that although

this- meeting was convened to deal, speeifipally with intra-African.Trade, it

was clear that in the absence of.agreements on location of new industry

which would ensure reciprocity of benefits, trade would tend more to benefit

the stronger countries. Colleotive applications from the sub-regions might

have to be made to appropriate international agencies for technical assistance

and financial aid to the weaker countries, to permit' the fullest exploitation

of tneir resources. The experience of the Chad Basin Commission Was cited

by one delegation in support of this' idea. .- - .
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It was .mentioned "by one of, the delegations that the problem of

location of industry would have to "be solved through co-ordination of

national .development plans, and that to this end boards ought to be

established with a view to determining scientifically the location of

industry :in the sub-regions.

One delegation pointed out the problem of possible future competi

tion between the various sub-regions in the same or similar industries.

Another delegation felt that industrial and economic co-operation was

the foundation of any convention, and that this should be stated in the

introduction to it. This matter should be'-further discussed at sub-

regional. Industrialization meetings and then referred to the Working

Party on Integration, before the decision on the precise terms in which

this-element should "be incorporated-in the-jnodel-oomrention is taken.

Some -discussion took place on the problems of foreign investment,

especially with regard to the competition for its location among various

African countries. A suggestion was made for the creation of committees

responsible for approving foreigr. investment in■the sub-region on a

mutually agreed basis among the member States. Caution was urged in the

matter of concluding agreements with foreign investors, with particular

attention to the terms of such agreements from the point of view of

the interest of tho African countries involved.

The meeting agreed that.in drawing up:the sub-regional conventions,

the establishment of multinational large-scale, industries should be

strongly taken into consideration. ■-, ..-,..•

(j) Payments arrangements ' : : ■ :-

The Executive Secretary informed the Working Party of the recent

meeting of ths Governors of African Central Banks, and of its rebbmmenda-

tion for studies on the financing'of trade between neighbouring'Afrioan

countries. Contact had already been established with the IMF on this

matter.
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(k) Co-ordination of commercial policy

The Executive Secretary stressed the importance of arriving at a

mutually agreed commercial policy by African countries vis-a-vis the

outside world as work on the expansion of intra—African trade goes on

withiri ah institutional framework yet to be c-volved.

Institutions

■t The meeting'agreed that the matter of institutions for the arrange

ments discussed could best be left for the consideration of member States

of the sub—regions. ■ < '
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PART III - HECOftjMEHDATIONS

GENEBAL REVIEW OF

.... (Agenda^item 4)

A.

(i) Member States which had" hot taken a formal decision "to imple

ment ECA resolution 107(Vl) on the adoption of the Brussels"*'

Tariff Nomenclature are invited to do so as soQnrds-jipo8fil'bl^£

(ii) Member States which had not established.a definite target date

for. the implementation of the. resolution are_ invited toi dotso_

without delay and communicate their decision to the ^Executive

Secretary, every effort being made to ensure that these target

dates are prior to the eighth session of the Commission

(February 1967)*

B, TRAINHJG

(i) The annual training courses organized by the secretariat for

English-speaking Customs Officials in 1^62, 1963 and I964

should be resumed this year^ these courses should accord

priority to intensive instruction in the

implementation of the Brussels Tariff jTomenclature, but should

also provide instruction in matters relating to the standardiza

tion and simplification of international trade documents,

transit trade procedures, trade intelligence and trade promotion;

(ii) The needs of the French-speaking countries in the field of

customs training should be discussed inter alia by the customs

seminar referred to in Recommendation D belowj

(iii) Members of Chambers of Commerce and the commercial community

generally should be invited to participate in study groups,

meetings and training courses concerned with matters relating

to trade and customs;

(iv) Appropriate international organizations, such as the United Nations

Trade and Development Board, the Customs Co-operation Council and

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade should be invited to

join with ECA as co-sponsors of African training programmes in the

fields of trade and customs|
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C. DISSflMBTATIOKr OP TRAHTEIG JAT^RIAL AtJD IjTF

(i) The SCA "ffotes on Customs Administration" based on lectures

given at customs training courses should be included in the

ECA training kit|

(ii) The secretariat should prepare and include in the ECA kit for

distribution (if possible within the present year) material in

the fields of trade and customs includings a manual on the

techniques of trade promotion? a manual on Trade intelligence?

and a comprehensive "bibliography,

D# CUSTOMS SEJKETAR

(i) ECA should convene9 if possible in 19b7 ? a customs seminar

similar in its scope and organization to that recently convened

in the field of general tax administrations

(ii) Member States should send to this seminar Heads of Customs

Administration, other senior officials and members of the com

mercial community concerned with customs policy and administration*

(iii) The purpose of this seminar should be toi

(a) provide for a top level exchange of views and experience

between African customs administrations!

(b) make practical recommendations for the improvement and

strengthening of customs administrations in Africa;

(c) review progress made on current moves in this direction such

as the implementation of the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature

and the standardisation of export documents?

(d) review and make recommendations regarding'training needs in

." ■--■-■ .the customs fields

. (e) make recommendations for the promotion of co-operation

between African customs administrations praticularly in

matters relating to transit, frontier'and ihtra-African

trades . .

. (f) indicate the direction in which international organizations,

such as iiCA. CCC and Ik;.*.;..., could best e.osiof on these
matters.
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E. TRANSIT TRADE IN W^ST AFRICA

(i) Member States in the West African sub-region sh.ou.ld collaborate

fully with the secretariat in extending the efforts made to

promote the development of transit trade in West Africa (cf*

the Executive Secretary's circular letter ORG 420/STC/TRANS of

19 July 1965),"

(ii) In this connexion member States should consider the points

mentioned in the annex to this recommendation as a possible

basis for agreeing on standard arrangements and procedures in

respect of transit trade covering the entire sub-region.

Ff STANDARDIZATION OF PRAM DOCUJ^NTS

(i) Member States should accept the principle of standardization and

simplification of trade documents and should notify the Executive

Secretary of such acceptance within six months of receiving this

recommendation5

(ii) Member States should collaborate with the secretariat and other

international bodies on the simplification and standardization of

trade documents and related procedures (as requested in the

Executive Secretary's circular letter ECO 220/2/2 of 7 June I965

and 7 March 1966) and should, -where they had not already done so,

consider favourably the establishment of national committees on

which both government departments and the commercial community

would be fully represented in order to discuss and promote this

matter in their o>oi countries?

(iii) The Working Party requests tho Executive Secretary to

seek the help of oth-ji? international organisations inclu&iiig ECE,

CCC, UNCTAD anu GA^T in iriplr^cr.ting this i.rjgramme; and to

report on progress 1, this field to the eighth session of the

Cocmission-

G. ASSOCIATION WITH THl^ CUSTOMS CO-OPERATION COUNCIL

(i) Those African countries which had not already joined the CCC should

consider establishing contact with that body with a view to

joining or establishing a working relationship with itj

(ii) The Executive Secretary should provide such countries with the

necessary background material for this purpose.
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RELATIONS OF AFRICAN STATES WITH UNCTAD

(Agenda item 5)

A. UNCTAD QUESTIONNAIRE

.. Member States are urged to give urgent consideration to the question-

naire from the Secretary-General of UNCTAD relating to the implementation

of the recommendations of the first Conference,

B. PREFERENCES

Member States should support attempts to secure preferences in

the developed market, economies for the exports of manufactured goods

from.the. developing countries. It should, however, be recognized that

appropriate safeguards of the interests of the less developed of the

developing countries would have to be provided.

C. PREPARATIONS.FOR THE.SECOND UBCTAD CONFERENCE

(i) An extraordinary joint session of the OAU/ECA Working Party/

should be convened for the purpose of formulating African

positions for the forthcoming UNCTAD Conference. This meet

ing should take place before the next session of the Trade

and Development Board,

(ii) It is desirable that there should be a meeting of all the

developing countries before the second UNCTAD Conference,

This meeting should be convened to take place at the venue

of the second tMCTAD Conference a few days before the Con

ference.
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MODEL CONVENTION FOR TRADE CO-OPERATION IN AFRICA

(Agenda item 6)

A. PRODUCTS IN WHICH TRADE COULD BE FREED

The Executive Secretary be requested to undertake studies on the

"basis of which a list could "be drawn of products which could be freely-

traded within sub-regions or the.region as a whole for the considera-

tion of member States.

B. TRADE LIBERALIZATION

(i) Member States .should agree to promote both sub-regional and

. regional trade and to envisage the elimination of trade- ;

restrictions according to a time-table to be agreed upon;

(ii) Member States should generally adopt, the selective approach

in the process -of trade liberalization, but reduction of trade

barriers should be automatic where feasible.

■C^.:. MOST-FAVOURED-HATION CLAUSE. ■ ■

Provision should be made to prevent concessions made to facilitate

sub-regional and intra-regional trade being claimed by non-African

international trading partners under existing most-favoured-nation

arrangements.

D. DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS ■'■ ;

Member States should pay particular attention to the problem of

securing an equitable distribution of benefits.

E. TRANSPORT AND TRANSIT

Each sub-region should decide for itself on whether and how to

include clauses covering the treatment of goods in transit from one

member State to another.

F. RULES OF ORIGIN

Member States should recognize the importance of rules of origin

in model conventions.
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G. im>USTRIAL CO-OPERATION

(i) Member States should intensify their efforts to achieve

industrial co-operation on a sub-regional basis;

(ii) Sub-regioAa2.._ecqn.omlc._.co.mmit1;eee for .industrial harmonization

should be established-;

(iii) It should be recognized that an agreed policy on industrial

location is a necessary part of ensuring equitable benefits

to member.States% this would require the co-ordination of

national development plans and the establishment of boards

to allocate industries; . ,

(iv) Precise formulation of policies in this respect should await

further discussion by the sub-regional meetings on industrial

. development and the Working Party on Integration.

H. FOREIGN INVESTMENT '

Member States should, with due consideration to resolution 140 (VIl),

endeavour to establish committees to examine the terms and direction of

foreign investment in the sub-regions. ' ' ' ■*_ ■

I. LARGE-SCALE INDUSTRY

(i) The establishment of multinational large-scale industry should

be seriously considered by member States.

". - (ii) - Member States in the sub-region should themselves decide on

: ':v .■ appropriate institutions for sub-regional economic co—operation•
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ANNEX TO RECOMMEtTDATION ON TRANSIT TRADE

IN WEST AFRICA

Proposals for Transit. Trade Agreement . »

(Suggestions for discussion)

A. DOCUMENTATION

(i) Documents may either "be issued by an international organization

in carnet :f6rm as-envisaged by the TIR Contention or be prepared

in carnet form or otherwise by the persons responsible for

moving goods in transit.

(ii) For the purpose of proper customs control customs documents

should be prepared in such a way that each vehicle or container

arriving at a frontier station would "be accompanied by a document

specifically relating to that vehicle and container and their

contents.

(iii) Export certificates might be prepared along the, lines-o.f -those

provided by the TIE Convention.

B. BOND COVER

Bond cover may be arranged in the- form of a single bond to cover both

the countries through which the goods pass and the country of final destina

tion* Alternatively coverage may require a separate bond for each of the

countries involved. Furthermore bonds may be general (i.e, covering a

number of consignments over a fixed or indefinite period of time) or specific

(i.e. covering a single consignment).

C. APPROVAL OF VEHICLES

Among the main requirements for approval of vehicles and containers are

their travel worthiness and the suitability for locking or sealing by

oustoms officials. The means of conveyance should be so designed as to

make smuggling difficult.
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D. LICENSING

Inter alia the licensing of carriers should depend on their ability

to meet the requirements of C above. A check should also be made to

ensure that carriers do not have a smuggling record.

E. BONDED WAREHOUSES

To facilitate transit trade thought should be given to the building

of bonded warehouses at points of loading or transhipment.

F. TRADITIONAL TRANSIT TRADE

Consideration should be given to the control of transit trade through

traditional modes of transport.
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AGENDA

1. Opening Addresses

2. Election of Officers

3. Adoption of the Agenda and Organization of Meeting

4. General Review of Activities in Trade and Customs

5. Relations of African States with UNCTAD

6. Model Convention for Trade co-operation in Africa

7. Adoption of Final Report and Recommendations to the Working Party

on Economic Co-operation (integration)
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0P2NING ADDRESS.BY H.3 MR. DIALO TjilLLI

Sx.CR^TARY-G^LRAL OF TEB ORGANIZATION OP AFRICAN UNITY

Mr. Chairman, Distingu.ish.ed Delegates,

Without doubt the most dramatic factor in our continent's economic

situation in i960, when so many territories formerly under colonial .
■' '1 *

domination, had become independent, was the excessive dependence of our

trade on the outside world, which placed our general economy outside our

control.

Recent information and available studies prove that this, situation

has remained practically unchanged during the last six years;/ in.&ra-African

trade still represents less than 5 per cent .of total African trade. African

trade again accounts for scarcely 5 Per cent of total world trade, despite

the temporary improvements in the quality of our exports during the last

years. The annual rate of growth of the gross national product in our

continent during the last six years has been only 3.4 VeT cent, the .■ ■ .

lowest for any-continent, so that we are below the 5 Per cent level fixed

by the United Nations for the development decade. The growth rate of

per capita national income has been only 1.1 per cent during this period,

again the lowest in the world.■ Such is the economic situation in our

continent in the second half of the development decade; such is a general

picture .of the unfavourable situation that must be corrected and details

of which are submitted to you here in the studies and analyse of economic

conditions in each African country placed at your disposal by the United

■Nations Economic Commission fof Africa.

Because the task is an important one and because the African people

expect from their leaders, from all of us, the means to win a rapid

victory in this sector, I do not wish to dwell further at this opening

mueting on a description of a "situation that you surely know better[than

anyone else. However, on behalf of the General Secretariat of the

Organization of African Unity may I welcome you to this capital, which
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saw the birth of that Organization as an important event in the general

struggle that Africa is waging for its survival and rapid development in

all fields. May I wis-h-you the greatest success in-your discussions "because

the matters before you have, a prominent place in the aims and objectives

that the Organization of African Unity has set itself and has pursued sine©

its establishment. .. .-.,-.■. ■ ,: ■ : ■ .... :.- t.:

The economic aims of our Organization are too well known for me to have

to"recapitulate'them, but I should like to take up some of your time with a

>rief reference t^ the efforts and decisions'made by ther Organization of

African Unity in the specific field of African- trade - unfortunately,-^0

'practical work.-has been done so far. At its First Session at1 Niamey in

December 1963, the Economic and Social Commission of OAU adopted Resolution

i3COS/l6/Ras/2.(l) giving priority to the study of problems, related

inter--al:■;--, to the establishment of a free trade area among the African ,

States and to the standardization of the external tariffs of these States.

At the.-same time, with tho approach of the.United Nations Conference on

Trade.and Development in mind, the Economic and Social Commission.of C/AU

summed up in twelve points ttio recommendations.intended to express the...

joint, position of OAR in .the . paramount problem of international trade.

Later, in January 1965, the Second Session of -the Economic .and Social

Commission, meeting at-Cairo', specified the 'various aspects of ;these

"problems to wh3ch tb'oy virhsd that OAU and ,.,CA would give-particular;;

attention/ Resolution iiCOb/iiiiJS/iV2 called on the Secretary-General of

OAU to form'a team o*1 experts who wero to draw up a list of .-products., in which

there could'already bo "'free trade between African States, to prepare-a

study of' tHe provisions of■ tho General Agreement on Tariffs and frade-(GATT)

'so as to determine the fields in which negotiation should be considered,

to examine the special problems raised by the association Of'some African

States -in' extra-African, economic groupings, and, . finally,.. to study in

detail the area groupings being formed in Africa so as-.to indicate what

steps.might be-.taken to launch intra-regional co-^operatior,and apply a

uniform1 policy l-c^aza^ ^ird countries, ■ ■- ■ ..-.■. . •
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At the same .meeting an j^_h/x3 Committee of Fourteen on Trade and

Development was set up Ty virtus of Resolution ^COS/R.uS/14/23 its terms

of reference were to sturdy .the appropriate measures that should be taken

in order to ensure rapid application of the recommendations of the Geneva

conference and to define a joint line of action for the African States

towards this cenfsrance,

is ■ . ■ .

I^/regrettable that little should so far have been done on the lines
are

indicated in these two roe;Gluttons- Few Mourner States, in faot,^/at present

prepared to givs thoir experts leave cf absence to give these groups the

benefit of their experience r.nd pusli forward the African programme. On the

other hand; In view of the financial difficulties of Africa, the general

cost of these meetings ac"Ls as a curb on the achievement of clearly defined

aimsc However, shortly oofere all the Important meetings of UNCTAD7 the

Committee of Fourteen was abl-i to me3t and vctk out .joinc positions on the

items of the provisional agendh.

Today's meeting, which brings together the OAU ad_hoc Committee of

Fourteen on Trade and Development and the EGA Working Party on Intra-

African Trade therefore practically has to start from the beginning. It

is fortunate that} by joining forces and co-operating clcsely with the

United rations Economic Commission for Africa and thus benefiting by the

wide experience and ample facilities of t>3 international community, we

should have here a large amount 01 Information on the trade position in

almost all African countries and on the general trends in trade between

our continent and tie other parts of the world. '.e thus have a further

opportunity of noting the deterioration in the general conditions of

African trade > which are dua --;;tcr_alia to the fall in the prices of raw

materials, the decrease in profits from foieign trade and the general

balance-of-payments conditions that dangerously reduce import capacity as

well as the possibilities of industrialisation.

We have a further opportunity of appreciating the difficulties in the

way of intra-Afri can trade iind of seeing the dangers of the present intra-

African trade situation for the barmenious economic development of our

continent.
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Cur realization of these facts here and now will have no value

unless it enables us to discover and pinpoint the ways "by which the

conditions of intra-Africun trade and extra-African trade can "be improved.

The expansion of intra-African trade is calculated not only to reduce

our economic dependence on other continents, it is also one of the best

ways of strengthening our hand in negotiations with foreign countries and

of improving our strategic position with regard to the main buyers -of raw

materials. Without doubt., the expansion of intra-African trade is one of

the best stimulants for the economic development that we are all untiringly

pursuing. In fact, Africa offers very ^ood opportunities for'speeding up

economic progress, thanks to the complementarity of our national economies'^

to achieve our aim we must come to an understanding on a minimum programme

for the distribution of industry and for development assistance between ■

African countries as well as in the other, complementary, field of ration

alization and liberalization of trade between African countries.

On the other front, trade with the outside world, little can be

achieved without an agreement between African states un the joint positions

to be adopted within the United .'ations Conference on Trade and Development.

I should like to make it clear that our aim must not merely be to express

the same point of view or to adopt the saiae position during the meetings

of the Conference or the subsidiary organs that it has created^ we must

take advantage of these meetings to prepare the common lines of action

that each will later defend in the day-to-day diplomatic and political

activity of bilateral dealings with the industrial countries. In fact, it

may be permissible to wonder whether the x frican States are actively parti

cipating as a group in the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

and in the meetings of its subsidiary organs and whether the joint positions

they may have "been prompted to adopt have been reilected in the daily

diplomatic activities of all African States as a new requirement in relations

with other continents.
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If an answer is to "be given to these questions and to so many others

that everyone must ask himself on intra-African trade, it means that by

the end of this meeting a working method should "be prepared that would

give particular effectiveness to the Working Party that you constitute here,

taking into account the physical facilities available to the African States

and the organization of African Unity as well as the resources of the United

Nations iaconomic Commission for Africa.

The problem of trade calls for day-to-day political solutions, "both

at the level of intra-African relations and of relations "between Africa

and the rest of the world? if these solutions are to "be valid, they must

be "based on a working method that will enable them to "be adjusted to the

fluctuations in international trade trends and the problems raised thereby.

The political instances of the Organization of African Unity, which

are prepared to obtain from each country the concessions and adjustments

necessary for this joint strategy, therefore expect you to supply realistic

technical information to serve as the basis for decisions that, when jointly

applied by all African States, will give new dynamism to African economic

co-operation and will provide a satisfactory solution for our continent's

development problems.

You can see clearly that your programme for this meeting is so

important, and - I should like to say this as a token of appreciation to

the 15CA secretariat - the working papers before you appear so detailed

that I am reluctant to retain your attention any longer; I shall therefore

conclude by wishing you God speed in your work. May your discussions

be crowned vi+h the total success that the peoples of Africa expect, so

that their living conditons can be improved and their independence

strengthened in all fields.
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OPENING ADDRESS BY MR. R.K.A. GARDINER

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF TEE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

It gives me great pleasure to extend a very warm welcome to all

the delegates and observers to this first Joint Meeting of the ECA

Working Party on Intra-African Trade and the OAU ad hoc Committee on

Trade and Development. The calling of this Joint Meeting is yet another

tangible evidence of the continuing co-operation "between our two organi

zations, the Economic Commission for Africa and the Organization for

African Unity.

The Working Party on Intra-African Trade (including customs pro

blems), is one of the seven working parties set up by resolution 128(VTl)

of the seventh session of the Commission. It is also the first one

id meet; thus, in addition to the intrinsic importance it derives from

its subject matter, this Working Party may also find itself blazing a

path for the"other working parties whose meetings will follow in the

months to' come.

Perfectly possible as it is to consider the problems of intra-

Africari"■'trade by themselves, there is nevertheless a close relationship

between these and extra-African trade. All trade, regardless of its

direction, as a vehicle for growth. From this it follows that while

the expansion of intra-African trade has to be dealt with within the

general framework of economic co-operation in Africa, a firm eye must

also be kept, among other considerations, on the implications for inter

national trade and eCbhomic growth including the necessary questions

of foreign aid. These are the main reasons, summarily stated, for this

link between internal and external trade. I may add that this relation

ship has been also fully recognized by UNCTAD which, among the whole

galaxy of trade and development problems under its consideration, also

includes the question of the contribution which the various measures

for trade expansion between developing countries can make toward the

closing of the trade gap and the acceleration of development.
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Under its terms of reference, the Working Party on Intra-African

Trade is to assist the Executive Secretary in securing the implementa

tion of the decisions of the Commission in the field of trade and customs,

in ascertaining the wishes of the Governments concerning the modalities

of such implementation, and in formulating such modifications or further

development of previous decisions as may seem necessary for considera

tion "by the Commission. In this connexion, one of the specific tasks

of the Working Party is to review the relevant resolutions passed at

previous sessions of the Commission, the recommendations "by the two

sessions of the Standing Committee' on Trade and "by other related meetings

held under the auspices of the Economic Commission for Africa. With .:

a view to facilitating the task of the Working Party, a general review .

of the activities of the Commission and its subsidiary bodies in the

field of trade and customs has been prepared.

Several attempts have been made to create institutions- for economic

co-operation which would overcome the disadvantages of the smallness

of many national markets, and the manifold obstacles to economic growth

stemming from the scarcity ..of modern agriculture and industry and lack

of skills and capital for rapid economic development.

Witness, in this connexion, the various OAU and ECA resolutions

on the. subject of co-ordination .of national development plans, the "■■

establishment of sub—regional commojn markets leading to 'integrated eco

nomic development of the region, and of an African clearing or payments

union. Some of these efforts, as in the case of the Central African

Economic and Customs, Union have been successful. Efforts at greater ■■

economic co-operation have taken- place within the UAM (and i-ts economic

arm, the OAMCE), now transformed into. OCAM, and the West African Customs

Union has been in existence since 1959- Among the most recent endeavours

a-t: sub^-regiohal economic and trade co-operation can be cited the work

of the newly-created Council of Ministers of Economic Affairs and the

Permanent Consultative Committee, of the Maghreb, countries. West Africa

has always presented" formidable difficulties in the way of realization - '

of effective economic co-operation in; the sub-region. But=even here1

certain hopeful developments have recently come aboutj as. evidenced by
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the co-operation of the rips-i-iaiv countries of trie Senegal River (as

well as of the Chad Basin, embracing two countries each from the West

and Central African cub-regions) and the projected Organization.for

West African Economic Co-oporation. In East Africa ? the postwar. period

has been the dissolution of the- Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

and, unfortunately, serious, although net irresolvable, difficulties

in:the functioning of fie Fast African Common iCn.rket, as well, as the

dissoltuion of the economic union botvoen Bv.randi and Rwanda. This,

then is1 the foremost problsi.;: lio\: to strongtron -'"ho ruany moves towards

closer economic and. trade co-operation ir. Afr.^a-, and to overcome the

centrifugal forces militating 2 gainst er.oh co-opsiv.tion.

At this point, it may perhaps be appropriate t'j say a few words1

on the subject of' the draft model convention for sub-regional common ■

markets in Africa, a pre"' inlnnry version of >;V;.ch is submitted 'to this

meeting for its considerationr A p &:,-.-'.r_.A of ohe variouc Main basic'

components of such a com-gnt.: on iraniodiut^ly zhovs that the strictly

'trade element is only a part of the n^ojo^a^y ^.rran^OEiMits. This is

so because while the abolition of coataoles to trade i* an indispensable

requisite -for economic ;-j -operation, :..t in noihher r. ;;rffIcient condi

tion for it, nor pn v.? +.■• :■■->t- <--i:^. ;of:^_^,--., ^-.^ lOtimate goal is the

acceleration of econonio ~voi/Jul3, ai.d this is^y E-oh other elements

■as fiscal, monetarr, transport; z'n^.u.strial and, above all, provisions

for co-ordination of occnonio policy and cdoquate institutional arra-nge-

mertts- are needed.

I turn now to a "brief i-evi^f of !]_o .7.pco.Lfic :-,-ork of the ECA in

the field of trade and cuntors, Tne p-'jti\*t: e;; of the ...ecretariat in

this area have been of a both rsso-rch and operational nature. In the

area of research a number of studies I'^o l-.;-n r,.^de on Africa's trade

and trade relations with TJonrern E^'-op.-j; this ;:a- a topic of particular

interest in the early years of the Ccmnisrjion in connexion with the

setting up of the Association between tho 13C and certain African coun

tries. The same applies to studios of Africa's tra:lo Kith centrally

planned economies and vi;>- cthor dove"! cpii?;- r"rf nr-j; where new studies,
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supplementing and expanding previously prepared material, ^are now under

■way. Work has also been done in the area of commodities, for the African

meeting on commodity stabilisation and in the form of an annual survey

of Africa's leading export commodities for the Economic Bulletin for

Africa. Annually, for the same publication, surveys .of current trade

developments in Africa's trade and in individual African countries have

been prepared. In more detail, and with more historical background,

trade developments and problems have also been dealt with in the Economic

Survey of Africa. Studies have also been prepared on such diverse topics

as bilateral trade and payments agreements in Africa, foreign trade

plans of selected African countries, trade intelligence facilities in

Africa, a background paper on ths establishment of an African common

market, and a general survey of intra-African trade. This is apart

from certain documentation presented to UITCTAD and a survey of the results

of the first UHCTAD Conference, and the documentation presented to this

meeting..

. Hie operational activities of the secretariat in the field of ■ trade

have been mainly related to training. Since 1962, in collaboration

-■with the CSATT which has provided the necessary instructors, courses

on foreign trade and commercial policy have been organized in Africa

for English- and French-speaking government officials, with, thus-far,

an over-all attendance of over 130 participants from twenty-five African

countries. These four-week courses combine a programme of lectures

and seminars with practical field studies in the host countries. The

bulk of the operational activities has taken place in the area of customs

administration. Here, also, training courses for customs officials

in customs administration, organized and directed by ECA staff, were

started in 1962 and held until 1964 inclusive. These courses were inter

rupted due to other pressing assignments in connexion with the ^.nvolve-

ment of ECA staff in conversion to the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature

by a number of African countries as well as due to budgetary difficul

ties, and it is hoped to resume them in the future. Assistance has

been also provided by ECA staff to a number of countries through per

sonal visits and consultation on problems of customs administration,




